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Our Context

• 38 faculty: 34 MDs, 4 PhDs
– 6 research faculty

• 7 Faculty Associates + 2 NPPs at VA

• 2 clinical locations – VA and University 
Hospital – that are physically connected

• 3 Professors, 10 Associate Professors



Faculty Development

• Educational faculty development

• Internal / external mentorship

• At least annual assessments of activities

• Writing / Research in Progress group

• Other external activities



Growth & its effects

• Growing cadre of junior folks

• Increasing leadership roles 
– 9 faculty at late Asst / early Assoc in a 

leadership position

• People not knowing each other as well 
across sections

• Senior faculty become bottlenecks



Our goals

• Develop a faculty development program 
that helps people succeed in their 
leadership roles!
– Improve faculty organizational understanding 

and capability

• Build mentorship & success capacity within 
the Division as a whole
– Create a strong peer network within division
– Create greater internal capacity for mentoring



Leadership Development 
Program

• Partnered with external consultant
• Year-long program with individual and 

group components:

Individual Group

Multi-rater feedback On-site workshops

Self-Assessments (3 parts) Monthly journal clubs

One on one mentoring

Leadership interviews



Self-Assessment part 1
I gain satisfaction from my professional roles.
I am guided by a compelling image of what success means to me right now.
I have identified professional development goals and strategies for achieving them. 
I have the management skills I need to achieve my goals. 
I understand the most important components of leadership and feel equipped to 
develop these dimensions.
I know which of my strengths become potential weaknesses in group settings (eg
hard-driving) and dial them back. 
I am an effective mentor.
I adjust my interaction style to the setting.
I am expanding my circle of colleagues.
I am increasing my capacity for bridging  differences and conflicts.
I am good at facilitating engagement in group settings.
I understand how my role fits into the larger organization.



Self Assessment part 2

• Executive Summaries
– Articulate your value
– Showcase achievements
– Reflect on goals & objectives

• Components
– Career Objectives
– Demonstrated Skills / Qualifications
– Major accomplishments



Self Assessment part 3
• What results do you want to achieve in your work 

(by role, present and future)?
• What challenges that you can influence do you face 

in achieving these results?
• What insights did you gain from the multi-rater 

feedback about your strengths and how you might 
leverage them?

• What did you learn about skills you could improve? 
What are your ideas about supportive approaches 
and strategies for doing so?

• What career, organizational and/or leadership 
issues could you use the most help with now?



1 on1 Mentoring / 
Leadership Interviews

• Mentoring content is confidential, but 
feedback to me is positive

• Faculty have met with leaders across the 
organization
– Chairs
– Deans
– Other Schools



Multirater Feedback



Multirater Feedback



On-site meetings & workshops

• Topics:
– Leadership:  meaning, development, meaning 

of success, how do I assess my potential?
– Interviewing Leaders
– The Art of Feedback
– Delegation & Feedback
– Motivating People
– Improving Meetings



Monthly Journal Clubs

• How to Manage Your Career & Life 
• Application of Signature Character 

Strengths & Positive Experiences at Work
• What if the Secret to Success is Failure?
• Recommendations on Making the 

“Undiscussable” Discussable
• Resilience Strategies of Experienced 

Physicians



Timeline
Jan ‘13: On-site workshop, individual mtgs
Feb: Self-assessment 1: surveys

Journal clubs started
March: Leadership interviews started

S-A part 2: exec sum
April: Multi-rater feedback
May: S-A 3: prof devel worksheet
June: On-site workshop, individual mtgs
Sept: Phone mentoring
Jan ‘14: On-site workshop



Program Impact

• Extremely positive informal feedback
– Better understanding of how they fit into 

organization
– Better able to balance activities
– Better able to “roll with the punches”
– Strong peer network
– Have asked to continue activities after year end

• 1 participant is leaving the faculty



Next steps

• Repeat self-assessments

• Design continued activities after the end of 
this first year

• Increase mentor roles in Division

• Designing program for more junior faculty



Thank you!


